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About This Game

"To find yourself in a new, unknown world - it's like standing face-to-face with a monster. And so many forget: to that world, they
are just as much of a monster." - the Curator.

During the New Year's Eve, the curator of a mansion built on the outskirts of a town invites his protege and her friends to
celebrate the New Year together. He gives her an unusual gift. The gift that is never meant to be opened. And only a powerful

mage such as her can keep it shut. It and what it holds within. At least, that's what the Curator thought...

D'LIRIUM is an experimental 2D-shooter with the elements of a horror game. The game brings together some mechanics back
from 90s classics, such as a search for the keys, non-linear levels and a lot of other things. Moreover, the game contains a lot of

experimental tricks, such as random events, non-traditional controls for a shooter game, etc.
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Title: D'LIRIUM
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
B52 Development Team
Publisher:
B52 Development Team
Release Date: 25 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, 7, 8, 8.1, 10

Processor: Intel® Core™2 Duo E8400

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 9600 GT

Storage: 50 MB available space

Sound Card: Realtek High Definition Audio

Additional Notes: Required K-Lite Codec Pack

English,Russian,Traditional Chinese,Simplified Chinese
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Amazing DLC for HS. Fallen Paladin is super OP. Also devs, it's really annoying when you either pick up a quest or item with
X on gamepad, and by default the game opens your skills menu on top of everything. Please make a different button for
interacting with quest-givers\/items so that when I try to pick up an amazing sword I dont get my skills menu thrown in my face.

11\/10 Would one shot anything from any distance whilst also healing myself again.. Review Edited!

This is a VR recreation of one of the old Boardwalk style Arcades from the 80's (or maybe earlier in the case of some of the
games).

The Games include:

1.  Skee-ball (called Rocket ball)

2.  Whack a mole (I forget what it's called but they use dinosaurs and cavemen)

3.  a game where you use boxing gloves to punch targets as they swing out in front of you

4.  A shooting gallery

5.  A crane game (complete with frustration as the crane drops whatever you're trying to get multiple times)

6.  A game sorta like Beer Pong crossed with Tic Tac Toe

7.  Another game where you hit big buttons as they turn white (avoiding the red ones)

8.  A game (Rapidfire) where you toss balls into holes as they light up for varying points (1, 10, 50, 100 I think)

9.  (Carob toss) A game where you throw balls trying to land in an urn for 1000 points, and failing that, it rolls into various
holes for various points.

10.  Bowling (but you only play half a game)

11.  a game where you slide weights down a lane which scores points based on where it stops.

12.  Some other games that aren't easy to describe quickly

That's a lot to do. They've got some drink machines that you can now open (though it doesn't show that it's open, you can hear
the sound though). After you open the drink you can pour it into your mouth almost like you're drinking it. Kinda pointless but I
guess it's there for accuracy.
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  There's also a ticket turn-in booth for prizes. You earn tickets based on your scores. Score really well and you earn a ton of
tickets. Score really poorly and you only earn a few. After you turn in your tickets for prizes, there's a "prize corner" where you
can store them.

All of the games are very "kinetic" meaning you need to use those vive controllers to grab the balls and throw/roll them, and you
have to start each game by putting money in the machines. Unfortunately, a lot of these games don't have that realistic feel of
actually handling the ball as you roll it down the skee-ball lane. Fortunately you have an endless supply of coins so when you
screw it up, you can keep practicing.

Of course since you DO have infinite money, the games of chance (like the crane game) just turns into "how long am I going to
stand here and keep trying?"

You can adjust several settings outside and inside the arcade. For example, you can make it so you're taller or shorter in game.
You can turn up the super sampling to make the graphics look better as well as the general graphics quality. There IS
multiplayer, so you can easily set up a server and invive friends (provided you have friends who have a Vive).

They've improved the movement so that in addition to the circles to teleport into, you can change a setting to allow you to
teleport anywhere. The developer is doing a lot of work to improve and this game has changed a lot for the better in the past
month or two. I am extremely happy to see that the developer is continuing to flesh out the game.

Things I liked about the game:

 It reminds me of going to Chuck E Cheez and/or Dave & Busters and trying to win enough tickets for a gameboy or
something.

 A lot of the games are really authentic in design and feel (minus feeling the weight of something in your hand and
feeling friction as you roll it).

 It has a lot of potential to be an awesome game when more people own the Vive and can play online.

 There's a decent variety of games to play

 Benefits greatly from lots of Room space to move in (but seated or standing is OK probably)

  You can adjust the height of your player so that either you can feel like a giant, or a midget/child, or accurately refect
your own height.

Things I didn't like:

 Some stuff in the game is more for looks than function

 There's an Exit game button but it just lets you out of the arcade to the "main menu".

 I haven't had a chance to try multiplayer.

 Having to type your name in the local leaderboard every time. Why not let it set a name and just use that... or use your
steam name?

I think this is one of those games that unless you actually remember going to play the games in the arcades, you probably won't
care too much about it. Watch some gameplay videos before buying so you can make up your mind if it'll be fun or not. It's still
pretty physical though so you may wind up burning some calories as you frantically try to throw balls in the time limit.
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Overall though it has a lot of potential to be great in the future. They're still updating the game and improving it.. A really
enjoyable puzzle/action platformer. The level types vary from those that take close attention and consideration to those that
require precise movement and timing. Thankfully the controls are tight and responsive, and there is little penalty for dying. Even
the most difficult rooms that take many tries go smoothly since restarts are so quick and painless. The world has a slight
exploration feel to it, and you can easily re-visit earlier sections to find secret rooms that you missed before. I'd recommend this
to anyone who enjoys puzzle/action games.. After reading some reveiws I was a bit skeptical to buy this software. However I
decided to give it a chance and I'm glad I did. So far this software has saved alot of time for me and my work flow. I've doing
video game design for over a dacade now and I'm not sure what or why others are having a issue but not any issues here so far. I
am on a windows 7 machine however. Here is a website to show some of my work. www.ewilkinart.com. This game is possibly
the worst game I have ever encountered, as far as load times are concerned. It takes 6 plus minutes to do the initial load and 6
plus minutes to load a save. It seems to get worse as you grow your city. On my last load, I stopped it after 20 minutes. I have
played the Anno series, and while there is so much more happening, across the map, it loads wayyyyyyy faster. The mechanics
and gameplay of this game are good and I was really getting into the game. But, because of the aforementioned problems I find
it unplayable. This is the first time , out of the dozens of games I have bought from Steam, that I am wanting to ask for a refund.
A really good and interesting game that suffers through poor execution.
If the game developers solve this problem, by all means buy this game, it is really a lot of fun.
If they don't, leave them in the dust-bin of of game history.
. i would have loved to play this but it wouldnt let me sign in sadly.. A short, bittersweet kinetic visual novel with one choice at
the end determining which ending you receive. Not everyone's taste, to be sure, but if you've come to this page there's a good
chance that it's for you. No CGs or scenes have been cut or censored beyond the original.

Most of my playthrough was done in Japanese, as there's an easy switch between them, but in the places I had to get some help
on comprehension the translation was appropriately cute and without any major errors. Looking forward to its companion game
-for Otome- and more like this soon. Thanks, nostalgia and Sekai Project!

Kiii-kiii-kiii-kiii!. It's worth the buy if & when you start Infernal mode. Or just starting Raid.. Ninja Guy for Steam is
hilariously random! You really can’t expect a game featuring a “Holy Cow Sensei” to be taking itself seriously! lol

The game is priced pretty much the same as Ninja Guy HD on iOS - except now it has huge waves of enemies, support for
joypads and really cool effects that weren’t in the original (of which I was also a fan).

The game mechanics revolve around managing your “Ninja Focus”. When you use your ninja stars, jump attacks, whirlwind or
torpedo moves this all uses up Ninja Guy’s blue bar. Even though it regenerates slowly on its own, the idea is that killing
enemies boosts your Ninja Focus allowing you to potentially chain an unlimited supply of special moves one after the other. If
you simply hack and slash without much thought (without killing enemies), you’ll run out of Ninja Focus and be left with simple
melee moves - and that leaves you vulnerable to ambushes. There is definitely an element of tactics required to succeed in this
game.

All things considered, for this price the game is great fun!. Fantastic fighting game, it reminds me a bit the fast peaced flow of
Tekken! so thats so good! MUST buy it if u like fighting games ^_ ^
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PROS:

- The car customization - nice but weird
- 3 car models
- 4 different driving modes from arcade to realistic
- Price is fitting
- Alt+F4 works!

CONS:

- Graphics are below mediocre
- Sound is bad
- Only one race track
- No pause button
- Escape key is not working
- Leaderboards don't work either!

In conclusion, yeah, the game is kinda fun for 20 minutes, but it also forces you every time to play until time runs out, given the
fact you can't pause. So not really recommended from me, sorry guys.. Good for a point click Flash Based adventure game, Like
the Photography and FMV, you don't see that too much anymore, but in all I would expect more.. A old classic.. Blue Revolver
is pretty great.

The overall system is pretty simple and intuitive but it also allows for a lot of ways to enjoy the game after you've beaten it
through missions and the scoring system. It's got a lot of little things like the hitbox viewer that is a godsend to players like me.

tl;dr
It looks great, it sounds great, but most importantly, it also plays great. Well worth the buy.. Another amazing story, in spite of
being once again buried in internet lingo. The third installment of the series doesn't disappoint, delivering the same chuckle-
worthy comedy you'd expect from Vinty and her antics, but also this time giving a soul-crushingly bittersweet tearjerker of a
side story as well.

PROS:
+ Funny jokes
+ Excelia and Vinty
+ NEW cast members of relative import
+ Nice, thematic musical elements
+ Clever use of multimedia
+ An interesting new plotline and background arc
+ A valuable life's lesson
+ A low price tag
+ A funny "jumpscare"  at the end.
+  "OHHH, VINITY!!!"

CONS:
- Internet lingo ahoy! Seriously though, I get that it's 2019, but really dude? You can lighten up a little there, bud.
-  They STILL didn't give Excelia a decent, passable excuse as to why she risked all back in melborne.
- Not as many videos as in part two. (I think. I may be wrong on this one.)
- In one scene, there's a link to a website that my browser flagged as insecure, and that I didn't recognize. It seemed simple
enough on the surface, just type up a short message and then hit submit, and it'll post the message on the board, as anonymously
or not as you want it to be. But, all the same, I'm paranoid, so I'm running a full security scan and max-detail security checks
even now.
- No choices. Again. I'm sorry to say, but I'm probably not gonna get part 4, if this keeps up. The bizzarre array of choices was
what drew me to like part 1 so much in the first place.

FINAL VERDICT:
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7 out of 10, Above average.

This story did lack some things. This I cannot deny. But it's an interesting read nonetheless; I totally reccommend reading it, but
only if you've read the previous two in the series.. Mystery Castle is an adventure game that challenges your intellect in some
fiendish puzzles. However, there are bosses in this game that doesn't NEED to be attacked head-on! You gotta think before
making your moves on them. The music in the game is quite charming, especially the one in The Enchanted Castle, and makes
the puzzles more relaxing while you plan out the solutions of a puzzle.

One thing I don't like is the races, GAH! The races. You must be spot-on perfect in order to succeed in the race levels,
otherwise you'd had to start that race all over again. Also, there are 4 locations (Temple, Pyramid, Harbor, and Academy[?]) that
were not actual castles that seemed pretty interesting to play through. Extra DLC maybe? I don't even seem to know why they
are in the map in the first place.. Meh. It's an infinite runner game with some variation game modes. I didn't really like it.. Total
crap.
Even Chess Evolved and Chess the Gathering were better than THIS. Incredible rogueish/exploration/puzzle experience. Most
of my time with this game is on the android version.

Man this game is a hard sell at face value. I must have seen it on youtube 5 times and thought it was $5 gimmick game about
collecting stars on different tilesets. No real combat system, no character progression, no persistent upgrades, etc...

I'm so happy I gave this a shot finally on the devs website: http://www.roguetemple.com/z/hyper/online.php

The depth to this game is amazing. It's a simple premise, collect 10 treasures from a bunch of interconnected worlds and then
get an orb. The real beauty to this game comes from both the progressive challenge and the worlds themselves.

Every piece of treasure you pulls more aggro on you. After collecting 10 items from the first 8 or so worlds you start seeing
world specific enemies chasing you through new lands you enter. It honestly gives you the feeling that you are a foreign agent
that doesn’t belong in these worlds. The longer you're there the more the world wants you gone, like when you're surgically
cutting away smothering tree limbs a forest and an infinitely long sandworm from the desert and a skeleton dog show up because
they've been tracking you for 100+ turns.

The worlds themselves are incredible. The first time they really clicked for me was when I got my head around a world called
the wizard tower. You enter the tower like any other world, it just looks like another flat field, but because of the gravity you
have to stick close to the walls. Once I really grasped that i was "ascending" a tower horizontally just from a from a different
perspective I was hooked. Some of the worlds here are so different from the rest of the game it’s wild. Every fantasy
game/book/whatever will try to believably create a new reality for you to experience, but it generally feels played out - (Hey that
dude has cat ears and there’s a big tree, crazy am I right?!?!). When you’re experiencing these worlds it actually feels like some
other dimension where your sensory input is off because the laws of nature are different.

Really fun exp worth far more than the $5 it’s going for.
. Iv only played one run of the game so far but I can tell that it's great. I died to the first boss (I was low on health to stawrt with)
and had some okay loot. This game is great and a great bargan at its $5 price.

Crossfire Update now Live!:
See official forums for patch notes![forums.blackmesasource.com]

Enjoy and Happy Holidays from the Crowbar Collective.

- . Dog Barley-Break B is released!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1056159/. 新游戏《Brother & Sister》上线了！:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1041760/
感谢大家支持！
玩家群：597671541. Major Change:
The focus of the game has now been shifted to just the Spook Inspectors portion (which originally was just a percentage of the
"levels") and the name has therefore been changed to "Spook Inspectors Investigate Morleyville Mall". The goal is now to work
your way up the ranks in the Spook Inspectors Paranormal Society by investigating allegedly haunted locations.
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Since this is now the sole focus, the number of devices at your disposal will be increased in subsequent builds, probably
including devices to detect ghosts with laser grid projectors; display Kinect-style "stick figures" to indicate possible human
forms from density data; and record EVPs (electronic voice phenomena).

The latest demo also includes a number of bug fixes and minor feature changes.. BH2 - Early Access on 3rd October:
Hi all,

Keep your eyes peeled, Beat Hazard 2 will be release on Steam Early Access on Wednesday 3rd October.

Wish list here: https://store.steampowered.com/app/618740/Beat_Hazard_2/

Cheers,
Steve. Intelligence Trader Has Been Released!:
Prepare to change the course of history.
Intelligence Trader is now available in Early Access! Lead a secret intelligence organization, train your agents, gather and sell
intels, and see what alternative historical events you can make happen.
Next week we'll add Chinese, German and Portuguese localizations, as well as achievements.
If you'll meet any bugs, don't hesitate to tell us about them so we could fix them right away. Good luck!

Dreambakers Team. *Posted on behalf of Moderators* Two Point Hospital: Pebberley Island Giveaway!:

Hello Scrubs!

I hope you're all well and excited about our upcoming Pebberley Island DLC! Our excellent moderators, Jonathan and Ashley,
are running a competition where you can get your hands on Pebberley Island - once it launches!

Find out more here:

https://steamcommunity.com/app/535930/discussions/0/1837937637897832196/
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Good luck!

Lauran
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